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form, the pre-conquest dialect survived. A possible answer
is that in these two eminently desirable regions, which were
occupied by particularly powerful bodies of conquerors,
there were also, naturally, particularly numerous pre-conquest
inhabitants, strong enough numerically to affect the dialect
of the invaders when peaceful intercourse began. It remains
true, however, that the Boiotian dialect on its non-Aiolic
side bears a strong resemblance to the Doric of thePeloponnese.
Finally, Ionic, the dialect of a race always represented as
pre-conquest and even aboriginal, is spoken throughout a
compact area in the central Aegean ; Euboia, the Cyclades,
and the twelve important cities of Asiatic Ionia—the coastal
strip, with the great islands of Chios and Samos. On the
mainland it retains a footing in Attica alone, if, indeed, it was
ever spoken over a wider area. For it would seem to be quite
a possibility that Ionic as a separate dialect dates only from
the dark ages, developing from Aiolic by modification of
vowel sounds in the area of common culture whose centre
was the sacred island of Delos.1 Ionia is described by the
traditions as having been colonized largely from that central-
Greek area 2 whose pre-conquest dialect (to judge by Boiotia
and Thessaly) must have been Aiolic; and such a theory
would account for those Aiolic survivals in Homer's language
which we have had occasion to mention already (p. 34, n. 4).
The four Ionic tribes, Hopletes, Geleontes, Aigikoreis, and
1	So thinks Meyer (Forschungen, i, p. 133) ;   also "Wilamowitz, e.g. in
Oropos und die Graer, in Hermes, 1886.  The fact that the distribution of the
Arkado-Cypriote dialects  shows them to have developed in the   second
millennium b.c., and after that to have changed on parallel lines if at all,
does not, of course, prove that Ionic as a separate dialect is equally old. So,
in modern Europe, English (like Ionic in being the product of the fusion
of many elements) has diverged from the parental German much more than
Spanish from Italian, •while Welsh and Breton actually remain mutually
intelligible after 1,500 years of only sporadic contact.   For the speed with
which vowel  sounds  can  change,  of. modern English: e.g.  er formerly
pronounced ar, a sound preserved in some dialects and many place-names,
while some family names have changed their spelling to keep the sound;
e.g. Derby, Darby, Bernard, Barnard.   Pope, as is well known, rhymes
" join " and " line ", " obey " and " tea ".
2	Hdt. i, 146 ; Abantes of Euboia, Minyai of Orchomenos, Kadmeians
(of Thebes), Dryopes (from the later Doris north of Phokis);   with Molossians,
Arkadians, and Dorians of Epidauros.

